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Preface
The guidelines in this document came into being as a result of the author’s own experience in
applying for a CITES export permit for cultivated Picrorhiza kurroa in Himachal Pradesh between 2009
and 2011. During this period the author faced a variety of challenges, frustrations and delays, most of
which were due to the absence of written guidelines. With the patient assistance of officials from the
HP Forest Department, TRAFFIC and CITES each stage of the application process was debated,
clarified and documented to form the basis of the guidelines in this document.
Most of the procedures described herein are a clarification of regulations that already exist but are
rarely used and therefore unknown to many of the relevant authorities. Some of the procedures
described do not exist under current Government regulations and have been suggested in order to fill
gaps that were identified during the author’s research.
As far as possible the guidelines have been written in a way that highlights the underlying principles
of the certification process so that they are relevant to all states. For example, the inspection
protocols in one state may be different to another, yet the purpose and principles remain the same.
With very limited literature available on state‐specific application procedures, there may be details in
this document do not apply in certain states, or procedures used in other states that have not been
included here. If this is the case it is hoped that this document may be a starting point to highlight
these discrepancies and to start the process of compiling a more integrated set of guidelines that
apply to all states.
This document is intended to provide relevant information to a wide range of stakeholders, including
farmers, trades, exporters and government authorities. As a result there is a lot of information, some
of which is not needed by the farmer. It is hoped that once this document will continue to evolve and
lead to further guidelines, simplified and translated, that are targeted specifically for the farmer.
Sections 1 to 7 of the guidelines refer to species listed under appendix II of CITES. Species listed under
appendix I have a few additional requirements, which are described at the end of the document in
section 8.

Definitions:
Certificate of Cultivation
A Certificate of Cultivation is a document issued by the relevant authority to the farmer as proof that a specified
quantity of medicinal plant material has been cultivated on the farmer’s land. This can be used by the farmer or
the buyer to apply for a Certificate of Legal Procurement.
Certificate of Legal Procurement (CLP)
Formerly known as Legal Procurement Certificate (LPC), under new DGFT rules this is now known as a Certificate
of Legal Procurement (CLP). The CLP is very similar to the Certificate of Cultivation except that it can only be
issued after the medicinal plant material has been sealed and stamped in the presence of the relevant authority.
The CLP is the key document required by the CITES Management Authority in order to issue a CITES export
permit.
Transit Pass
A Transit Pass is a document issued by the government that permits a farmer, or trader, to transport a specified
quantity of medicinal plant material from one location to another. The transit pass is stamped by officials at
Forest Department checkposts during the journey, which provides evidence that it has come from where the
origin stated on the transit pass.
CITES Export Permit
A CITES Export Permit is issued to an exporter that can provide proof that a specified quantity of medicinal plant
material is from a cultivated origin. The permit is valid for that shipment, and a new application needs to be
made for each subsequent export.
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Introduction
During the last few decades global demand for traditional medicines and other herbal products has
grown rapidly, leading to over‐exploitation of many of India’s most valuable medicinal plant species.
In order to control the decline in medicinal plant populations the Indian Government has
implemented a number of trade controls through national legislation such as the Wildlife Protection
Act and international treaties such as CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora).
CITES is an inter‐governmental agreement that has been signed by 175 different countries, each
vowing to honour the regulations passed by the Convention. At the heart of the CITES agreement is
an extensive list of animal and plant species that have been identified as threatened due to over‐
exploitation through international trade. This list is broken down into three different appendices,
which are defined as follows:
‐
‐

‐

Appendix I: Species that are threatened with extinction and are or may be affected by trade.
Appendix II: Species that are not necessarily threatened with extinction, but may become so
unless trade in specimens of such species is subject to strict regulation in order to avoid
utilization incompatible with the survival of the species in the wild.
Appendix III: Species that are listed after one member country has asked other CITES Parties for
assistance in controlling trade in a species.

In India there are six plant species listed in appendix I, which includes Saussurea costus, an important
ingredient in many Ayurvedic preparations. There are thirteen species listed under appendix II,
including Nardostachys jatamansi, Picrorhiza kurroa and Rauwolfia serpentina, to mention a few. At
present there are no species in India listed under appendix III.
Under CITES regulations, the commercially traded parts of medicinal plant species listed under
appendix I and II cannot be exported if they have been collected from the wild. However, an export
permit can be issued if the medicinal plant material has been cultivated, providing that the exporter is
able to provide supporting documents from the relevant authority of the state to verify that it is from
a cultivated source.
The Government of India has been actively promoting ex‐situ cultivation of CITES listed medicinal
plant species for many years now. It is a means of reducing pressure on threatened plant species in
their natural habitat and preserving the genetic diversity of the species as their numbers continue to
decline in the wild. With high demand from the herbal industry, cultivation also has the potential to
offer a promising source of income to farmers living in remote regions.
Despite huge efforts to promote cultivation however, there are still very few success stories. This is
largely because many of the CITES listed species are difficult to cultivate, they take several years to
mature and require significant investment given the relatively prices being offered in the domestic
market.
Due to the ban on export of CITES‐listed medicinal plant species, the demand from foreign buyers is
much greater than the available supply. In theory this should present an opportunity for growers of
CITES‐listed medicinal plants to tap into a more lucrative market. However, in practice those who do
attempt to grow for the export market face enormous challenges in obtaining a CITES export permit.
Being a relatively unexplored line of trade many states do not have written guidelines on how to
obtain or issue the documentation required by the CITES Management Authority. This often results in
long delays, making it very difficult for the exporter to offer a reliable and timely supply to the buyer.
The purpose of this document is to provide clear guidelines on the procedures for applying for a CITES
export permit, thus removing one of the major market barriers that is currently impeding people’s
ability to cultivate CITES‐listed medicinal plant species on a commercial scale.
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1. Registration and Cultivation
Overview of Step 1: Registration and Cultivation
The first step for any farmer who wishes to cultivate CITES‐listed medicinal plant species is to register
as a medicinal plant grower with the relevant authority of the state (in most cases this is the Forest
Department). Registration procedures vary from state to state; in some states (such as Himachal
Pradesh) farmers are required to register before planting and are issued a single registration
certificate. In other states (such as in Uttarakhand) farmers are required to register after planting and
are issued separate registration certificates for each medicinal plant crop.
Although rules and regulations differ from state to state, the key principles remain the same; the
farmer must be registered with the relevant authority and is expected to provide them with details of
all medicinal plant crops that are being cultivated on his/her private land. The relevant authority may
conduct an inspection of the farm at any time to verify the farmer’s planting records and prepare a
yield estimate, which will be referred to at the time of issuing a Certificate of Cultivation. The
procedures for registration and cultivation described below are based on the guidelines that have
been proposed by the Himachal Pradesh government in 2012. These guidelines will continue to be
revised over time and farmers are advised to confirm the current procedures of their respective state
authorities before starting cultivation.
Registration:
1.1 The farmer submits an application with the relevant authority to become a registered medicinal
plant grower [Annexure 2]. The key details included in the application form are as follows:
• Location and size of land on which the medicinal plants will be cultivated.
• Proof of ownership of land, including copies of land revenue papers (and power of
attorney in case the land is not in the farmer’s name).
• Name(s) of medicinal plants the farmer proposes to cultivate.
• Proposed origin of seeds and/or seedlings.
1.2 The application (and all future documents) should be submitted in duplicate so that both copies
can be signed and stamped by the relevant authority and one returned to the farmer for his/her
records.
1.3 Having received the application the relevant authority prepares and issues the farmer with a
registration certificate [Annexure 3].
1.4 The farmer is advised to keep the registration certificate and all other farm records and receipts
safely in a folder. The relevant authority may request to see these records during an inspection.
Planting and Cultivation:
1.5 Where possible seeds and/or seedlings should be purchased from a cultivated origin, or from a
registered nursery. A receipt or written declaration should be kept as proof of origin.
1.6 If seeds and/or seedlings are not available from a cultivated source and the farmer wishes to
collect them from the wild he/she must first obtain written permission from the relevant
authority.
1.7 Details of each plantation of CITES‐listed species must be documented in a Planting Record and
submitted to the relevant authority within one month of sowing/planting [Annexure 4].
1.8 The relevant authority may request the farmer to enter details of the plantation into the land
revenue records.
1.9 Farmers are encouraged to take photographs of planting, cultivation and harvest; this may be
used as evidence of cultivation if there is any doubt.
1.10 The relevant authority may inspect the medicinal plant crops on the farm at any time and will fill
in an Inspection Report accordingly [Annexure 6].
Relevant Documents in Annexure:
Annexure 1: Guidelines for Registration of Medicinal Plants Growers (Himachal Pradesh FD) ........... 14
Annexure 2: Application to become Registered Medicinal Plant Grower............................................. 15
Annexure 3: Certificate of Registered Medicinal Plant Grower ............................................................ 16
Annexure 4: Planting Record (suggested format)................................................................................. 17
Annexure 6: Inspection Report (suggested format).............................................................................. 19
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Additional Notes on Registration and Cultivation
Registration
• In most states the relevant authority is the Forest Department. However, in some cases this may differ; for
example in Uttarakhand the Government has created an autonomous body called the Herbal Research and
Development Institute (HRDI) to coordinate all medicinal plant related activities, including registration of
farmers and issuance of CoCs and CLPs.
• In Himachal Pradesh the Forest Department has developed a set of proposed guidelines for registration of
medicinal plant growers (see Annexure I). The Forest Department guidelines have been developed under
the Himachal Pradesh Transit Rules and apply to all species listed in Schedule ‘II’. The guidelines in this
document, which is intended specifically for CITES‐listed species, follow the same protocols but with more
stringent documentation (such as Planting Records) to meet the requirements of CITES regulations.
• In Uttarakhand rather than registering the farmer, each ‘crop’ is registered separately and a registration
certificate is issued for that specific crop. The registration certificate is issued only after an HRDI ‘master
trainer’ has inspected the crop and verified the size of plantation. The registration certificate will then state
the estimated yield of that crop, which will be referred to when the farmer applies for a ‘CLP.’
• In some states it may be possible to register as a medicinal plant cultivator with different Government
authorities such as the State Medicinal Plant Board. For the purpose of obtaining a Certificate of Cultivation
and/or CLP ensure that you register with the authority that is authorised to provide these certificates.
• The relevant authority must keep a dossier for each registered farmer in which all records (registration
details, planting records, inspection reports etc.) are stored.
Planting and Cultivation
• Some states may require the farmer to buy seeds / seedlings from government approved nurseries. States
that do not have a system for registering private nurseries may wish to consider developing such a system.
• The relevant authority can inspect the crop at any between planting and harvest. If an inspection is
conducted (and an inspection report submitted) in the early stages of cultivation, the relevant authority
may deem it unnecessary to conduct another inspection prior to harvest (as described in point 2.2).

2. Crop Inspections and Certificate of Cultivation
Overview of Step 2: Crop Inspections and Certificate of Cultivation
The farmer must apply for a Certificate of Cultivation at least one month prior to the harvest. This
allows the relevant authority sufficient time to inspect the crop before the harvest if required.
Inspection protocols differ from state to state; some authorities may inspect the crop at the time of
planting, others before harvest and/or after drying. Whichever method is used the purpose of the
inspections is the same; to verify that a specific quantity of dried medicinal plant material has been
cultivated on the farmer’s land. The quantity written in the Inspection Report will subsequently be
used in the Certificate of Cultivation.
In some cases, instead of inspecting the medicinal plant material before the harvest and after drying,
the relevant authority may do a single inspection of the crop while it is in the ground. If this is the
case they will rely on the yield estimates given in the Planting Records and/or Inspection Report to
prepare the Certificate of Cultivation. This approach is usually only valid if the relevant authority has
sufficient knowledge of the species to be confident that a) they can accurately predict the survival
rate of the crop in a given location and b) they have sufficient data from previous harvests to be able
to accurately predict how many kgs of dried material will be produced from a given area of land.
A Certificate of Cultivation will be issued after the relevant authority has studied the Inspection
Report(s), and if necessary cross‐checked the details with Planting Records and any other relevant
documents in the farmer’s dossier. Once the farmer has been issued the Certificate of Cultivation
he/she can pass it on to the buyer who in turn can use it as evidence that the medicinal plant material
came from a cultivated source. The buyer may subsequently pass the CoC to the next buyer in the
supply chain, or use it to apply for a CLP and CITES Export Permit.
Application for Certificate of Cultivation:
2.1 The farmer submits an application for a Certificate of Cultivation at least one month prior to the
date of harvest [Annexure 5]. The key details in the application form are as follows:
• Details of farmer’s registration: date of registration and registration no.
• Details of crop to be harvested: Botanical/common names, month and year of planting,
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land revenue no., area of land/no. of plants, origin of seeds / seedlings.
• Expected date of harvest and estimated yield.
Inspections by the Relevant Authority:
2.2 The relevant authority is usually expected to inspect the farm twice, once before the harvest and
once after the harvest. In some cases there may only be a single inspection.
2.3 The first inspection is usually conducted while the plants are still in the ground. The purpose of
this inspection is to assess the size and condition of the crop and, where possible, to prepare an
estimated yield [Annexure 6].
2.4 The second inspection is usually conducted after the crop has been harvested and the medicinal
plant material has been dried. The purpose of this inspection is to confirm the quantity of dried
material for which a Certificate of Cultivation will be issued.
2.5 Having received the inspection reports and cross‐checked the details with the Planting Records in
the farmer’s dossier the relevant authority issues a Certificate of Cultivation [Annexure 7].
Relevant Documents in Annexure:
Annexure 5: Application for Certificate of Cultivation (suggested format) .......................................... 18
Annexure 6: Inspection Report (suggested format).............................................................................. 19
Annexure 7: Certificate of Cultivation................................................................................................... 20
Additional Notes on Crop Inspections and Certificate of Cultivation
Application
• If the farmer wishes to directly export the material to a foreign buyer, or if the buyer specifically requests
for the sacks to be sealed by the Forest Department, he/she can apply directly for a CLP instead of a CoC.
Inspections
• When planning the inspections the relevant authority should assess the level of risk, i.e. whether there is a
possibility that the farmer could purchase or collect medicinal plants from the wild and claim it was
cultivated on his/her land, and plan the inspections accordingly. If, for example, the farm is in a location
where the species does not exist in the wild, the inspections may be less rigorous. However, if the farm is
located close by to a wild population of the species, the relevant authority is advised to plan a more
rigorous inspection regime.
• The purpose of doing two inspections is to ensure that the quantity of dried material written in the
Certificate of Cultivation is directly proportionate to the number of plants that were cultivated/harvested
on the farmer’s private land. Without the first inspection (and an accurate yield estimate by the inspector)
there may be a risk that the farmer will purchase extra material collected from the wild and claim it was
harvested from his land. Without the second inspection there will be no verification of how much material
the farmer has harvested and dried, which is essential information for the Certificate of Cultivation.
• Medicinal plant species that are rarely cultivated may lack data for the inspector to prepare an accurate
yield estimate. In such cases the inspections need to be more rigorous to ensure that the farmer cannot
add wild collected material. The two inspections may provide a valuable opportunity for the relevant
authority to study the harvest in order to obtain accurate data for future yield estimates.
• A common issue is that the inspector turns up at the farm without an Inspection Report format. The
relevant authority should therefore ensure that all the required documentation formats are made available
at all times.
Certificate of Cultivation
• The Certificate of Cultivation has a validity period. The relevant authority should provide a validity of at
least one year to allow the farmer and subsequent buyers sufficient time to apply for a CLP.

3. Transportation and Transit Pass
Overview of Step 3: Transportation and Transit Pass
Before transporting any medicinal plant material from the farm the farmer must apply for a transit
pass (known in some states as an ‘exit pass’). The rules and regulations for issuing transit passes vary
from state to state; in some states it is the responsibility of the Pradhan of the Gram Panchayat to
issue transit passes, in others it is the DFO. In some states the authority to issue a transit pass differs
depending on the species and means of production used. If there is any doubt about the procedures
the applicant should seek clarification from the Forest Department.
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The transit pass clearly states the origin and destination of the journey and the route that the vehicle
carrying the medicinal plant material must take. Along the route there will be a number of Forest
Checkposts where a copy of the transit pass must be submitted and the attached transit pass challan
signed and stamped. The signed transit pass and challan is an essential document for any company
that wishes to apply for a CLP and CITES Export Permit.
Transit Pass Procedures
3.1 As soon as the material is ready for transporting from the farm the farmer requests the relevant
authority to issue a transit pass. The address of the origin and destination must be clearly
specified.
3.2 In some states the farmer will need to pay a royalty to the Panchayat. The royalty fee usually
differs from species to species. If in doubt the farmer should seek clarification from the relevant
authority.
3.3 If the medicinal plant material is being sold to a local exporter, the transit pass must be issued in
the farmer’s name from the farm to the exporter’s depot. The exporter must then apply for a
separate transit pass to transport the material from his/her depot to the next destination.
3.4 A copy of the transit pass must be prepared for each checkpost along the route that the vehicle
will take. The copy is to be submitted and the challan signed and stamped [Annexures 11 & 12].
Relevant Documents in Annexure:
Annexure 11: Example of Transit Pass (from HP) ................................................................................. 24
Annexure 12: Example of stamped Transit Pass challan (from HP)...................................................... 25
Additional Notes on Transportation and Transit Pass
•
•

It is advised to discuss application / issuance of transit pass well in advance of application so that delays are
avoided (often caused by lack of knowledge of regulations, not having any transit pass forms etc.)
In most cases it takes at least a week, if not more, for a transit pass to be issued after a harvest. This means
that, under current regulations, there is no provision for transporting freshly harvested material from the
farm to a processing unit for washing and drying (which is a desirable scenario for many exporters). This is
an issue that needs to be addressed by the relevant authority.

4. Selling, Buying and Exporting
Overview of Step 4: Selling, Buying and Exporting
In most cases, rather than directly exporting the medicinal plant material to a foreign buyer, the
farmer will sell to a domestic trader or exporter, who will apply for the CLP and CITES export permit.
Each time the medicinal plant material is sold, the seller must prepare an affidavit on stamp paper as
proof of the transfer of ownership. In addition to the affidavit the seller must provide the buyer with
copies of all transit passes that have been used and the original Certificate of Cultivation. The points
below summarise the key documents that are required when selling or buying the medicinal plant
material.
Selling & Buying Procedures:
4.1 The seller must prepare an affidavit on stamp paper in a court located in the same district as the
seller’s farm (or depot) stating that he/she has sold ‘x’ kg material to the buyer [Annexure 13].
4.2 The seller must provide the buyer with the original Certificate of Cultivation.
4.3 The seller must provide the buyer with a copy of all transit passes that have been used to
transport the medicinal plant material from the farm to the buyer’s depot.
4.4 In most states the trader/exporter will be required to have a depot that is registered with the
relevant authority.
4.5 The exporter must have an EXIM code and all other legal requirements for export (refer to list of
other documents required by the CITES Management Authority in section 7).
Relevant Documents in Annexure:
Annexure 13: Affidavit as proof of purchase ........................................................................................ 26
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Additional Notes on Selling, Buying and Exporting
•

•

As the farmer and/or exporter compiles a dossier of documents in order to apply for a CLP and CITES export
permit he/she should ensure that all the details are matching. For example, the name used in the Affidavit
must be the same name that is in the Certificate of Cultivation and land revenue documents or power of
attorney.
Registering a medicinal plant trader’s depot can be a long procedure that must be planned well in advance.
For clarification of the procedures seek guidance from the relevant authority.

5. Certificate of Legal Procurement
Overview of Step 5: Certificate of Legal Procurement
A Certificate of Legal Procurement (CLP) is the primary document required by the CITES Management
Authority in order for them to issue the exporter with a CITES export permit. Formerly known as a
Legal Procurement Certificate, many states still refer to it as an ‘LPC’ and the original LPC formats
continue to be accepted by the CITES Management Authority. The CLP is very similar to the Certificate
of Cultivation, the main difference is that it requires the Forest Department (or equivalent authority)
to seal and stamp the sacks before it is issued. The sacks will then remain sealed until they pass
through customs, at which point some will be opened, checked and re‐sealed, and will only be
opened again once they have reached the consignee.
In most cases the applicant will be preparing to transport the medicinal plant material to the port of
dispatch and will therefore need to apply for a transit pass at the same time as the Certificate of Legal
Procurement. The guidelines below describe the system that was in place in Himachal Pradesh in
2011. Procedures may change over time or vary from state to state; farmers should therefore seek
clarification of the procedures from the relevant authority in advance of application.
Application Procedures:
5.1 Before submitting an application for a CLP the exporter should have completed all processing
(sorting, grading etc.) and packed the material in sacks ready to be inspected and sealed prior to
dispatch.
5.2 The exporter should have prepared a ‘packing list’ with details of the number of sacks, the weight
of material in each sack and the total weight of the whole consignment.
5.3 Each sack should be clearly labeled with details of the contents of the sack, including botanical
and common names of the species, the form of the material (e.g. dried roots), gross weight and
net weight, the sack no. (e.g. 2 of 7), and the name, address and contact details of the exporter
and the consignee.
5.4 The applicant submits an application for the CLP and transit pass [Annexure 8]. The following
documents will need to be submitted along with the application:
•
Copy of Certificate of cultivation
•
Affidavit providing evidence that the material has been purchased from the farmer
•
Copy of transit passes used to transport material from farm to depot (if applicable)
•
Depot documents (if required)
•
Copy of label used on the sacks
•
Copy of packing list
Inspection of Material and Sealing of Sacks
5.5 Having received the application the relevant authority will arrange for an official to visit the
exporter’s depot, inspect the material, check the weight and seal the sacks. The official will
require a blank CLP form so that it can be signed and stamped with the same stamp that is used
on the seals on the sacks.
CLP Countersigned and Endorsement Letter sent to CITES
5.6 The stamped CLP form is taken to the office of the DFO of the division in which the depot is
located, where it is countersigned and a copy given to the applicant [Annexure 9].
5.7 A transit pass for transporting the medicinal plant material from the exporter’s depot to the port
of dispatch is usually issued by the DFO at the same time as issuing the CLP.
5.8 Once the CLP has been issued, the DFO (or equivalent authority) prepares an endorsement letter
10

[Annexure 10]; a copy of this letter is given to the exporter and the original is sent to the CITES
Management Authority. Copies of the following documents should be attached to the
endorsement letter:
•
Certificate of Legal Procurement
•
Transit pass
•
Affidavit
•
Packing list
5.9 The endorsement letter informs the CITES Management Authority that a representative of the
exporter will hand over the original documents along with an application for a CITES export
permit.
5.10 Once the CLP and Transit Pass has been issued and the endorsement letter sent to the CITES
Management Authority, the exporting company may transport the material to the port of
dispatch (as per Transit Rules of the state as described in section 3).
Relevant Documents in Annexure:
Annexure 8: Suggested letter of application for CLP and Transit Pass ................................................. 21
Annexure 9: Legal Procurement Certificate / Certificate of Legal Procurement................................... 22
Annexure 10: Endorsement letter from DFO to CITES (suggested format)........................................... 23
Additional Notes on Certificate of Legal Procurement
•

•
•
•

If the exporter is planning to ‘seal’ the sacks (in the sense of making them airtight) he/she must have the
required sealing facilities ready before the inspection so that this can be done after the sacks have been
inspected and before the sacks are ‘sealed’ (i.e. with melted wax) and stamped by the relevant authority.
The CLP and the Transit Pass should both be in the name of the company that is applying for a CITES
permit.
The CLP has an expiry date – the relevant authority should ensure that sufficient time if given for the
exporter to complete all required formalities.
In many cases the exporter will have sorted through the material received from the farmer and extracted
substandard material, and may also have removed a certain amount to send samples to the buyer and to
laboratories for testing. The relevant authority should also investigate this during the inspection, especially
if the quantity stated for the CLP is the same as in the Certificate of Cultivation.

6. CITES Export Permit
Overview of Step 6: CITES Export Permit
A CITES Export Permit is issued by the CITES Management Authority of the Region in which the
application is being made. The permit can be issued to any individual, cooperative, organisation or
company that is legally authorised to export medicinal plant material and has met the documentation
requirements as described below.
Application Procedure:
6.1 The applicant must wait until the CITES Management Authority has received the endorsement
letter and supporting documents from the relevant authority, as mentioned in section 5.
6.2 Once the documents have been received the applicant can submit the final application along with
a sample (approx. 25‐50g) of the material. The final application should contain the following
supporting documents:
•
Copy of endorsement letter from the DFO
•
Certificate of Legal Procurement
•
Copy of Transit Pass
•
Copy of label with details of farmer, registered depot and exporter
•
Packing List (details of number of sacks and their contents)
•
Affidavit as proof of purchase from farmer
•
Company’s Certificate of Incorporation
•
Authorised signatory declaration
•
IEC Code
•
Copy of Export Invoice
6.3 Any documents that are copies of the originals must be attested by an authorised signatory of
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the exporter (along with a declaration from the company confirming who are the authorised
signatories).
6.4 Once all the documents have been approved the CITES Export Permit can be issued [Annexure
14]. The exporter will be provided with three copies: one for customs, another to be sent along
with the consignment and one for the exporter for the company’s records.
Relevant Documents in Annexure:
Annexure 14: Example of CITES export permit ..................................................................................... 27
Additional Notes on CITES Export Permit
•
•

The exporter must ensure that the application is submitted before the expiry date of the CLP.
Generally the CITES Management Authority does not need to see the material before the CITES permit is
issued. However they do usually send a representative to inspect the consignment as it passes through
customs.

7. Export
Overview of Step 7: Export
The most important point to consider when exporting a consignment of CITES‐listed medicinal plant
material is that the CITES export permit needs to be endorsed as it passes through customs. The
endorsement must include written verification of the quantity of material in the allocated space at
the bottom of the permit. If the shipping agent is not familiar with these procedures, the exporter
should draw his attention to this requirement so that he can issue instructions to the concerned CHA
(customs house agent).
The exporter should also check that the buyer has obtained all the required permits to import CITES‐
listed plant material into the destination country. The rules and regulations for importing CITES‐listed
species vary from country to country and it is advised that the buyer clarifies the legal requirements
well in advance of sending the consignment.
Recommended procedures for export
7.1 Ensure that the shipping agent is familiar with the procedures for exporting CITES‐listed
medicinal plant material.
7.2 Ensure that the CITES export permit is endorsed as the material goes through customs.
7.3 Find out what are the import requirements in the country to which the material is being sent well
in advance of sending the consignment. Ensure that the buyer has all the required import
permits.
7.4 The exporter should be aware that CITES‐listed medicinal plant material can only be shipped from
the following 7 ports:
• Mumbai
• Kolkata
• Cochin
• Delhi
• Chennai
• Tuticorin
• Amritsar
Additional Notes on Export
st

Registration of Companies exporting for the 1 time
• Companies who are exporting for the first time will need to register their authorised dealership code with
customs (the AD code is issued by the company’s bank). Registration can be done by a shipping agent, who
will require various documents, including copies of VAT / sales tax registration, tax returns, the company’s
PAN card and the audited balance sheet of the previous year.
• All photocopies should be attested and stamped by authorised signatory of exporter.
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Exporting to the US
• To import medicinal plant material listed under appendix II of CITES the buyer will need a USDA Protected
Plant Permit. This can take 30 days to obtain so should be applied for well in advance of the shipment.
• Companies exporting to the US must be registered with the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) under
the US Bioterrorism Act. This must be done through a registered US agent for FDA communications, which
in India is usually a company called Registrar Corp. The applicant can either apply for a 60‐day registration
(costing approx. US$200), or a one‐time permanent registration (costing approx. US$650).
• The exporter should be aware that the US customs might require a CoA (certificate of analysis) for the
medicinal plant material. If in doubt, ask the buyer for advice

8. Additional Requirements for Appendix I Species
Overview
Medicinal plant species listed under appendix I of CITES are also protected under the Wildlife
Protection Act 1972 and are subject to regulations described in chapter IIIA and schedule VI. This
means that, in addition to the procedures described in sections 1 to 7, farmers, traders or exporters
wishing to cultivate and/or export species listed under appendix I of CITES are required to procure a
license from the Chief Wildlife Warden of the state. Under CITES regulations the farmer must also
register his/her nursery or cultivated land with the CITES Secretariat, who will issue a registration
certificate that will be required when applying for a CITES export permit.

Additional Notes on Appendix I Species
•

Further clarification is required for the above‐mentioned requirements.

•
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ANNEXURE
Annexure 1: Guidelines for registration of medicinal plant growers proposed by HP Forest Department in 2012

Guidelines for Registration of Growers for Cultivation of Medicinal Plants and
Transportation of Produce Obtained from Cultivated Sources
1. Every grower intending to cultivate medicinal plants included in Schedule – ‘II’ on his/her
private land shall register with the concerned Divisional Forest Officer (DFO) by paying a
registration fee of Rs. 100/-. For this purpose, the growers will submit completed
applications in the specified format, in duplicate, alongwith registration fee to the Forest
Guard of the concerned beat, who will (i) return one copy to the grower after
acknowledging the receipt of the application, and (ii) submit the applications to the
concerned Range Forest Officer (RFO) for getting registered with the DFO. After
registration the Forest Guard will hand over the registration certificates, in the given
formats, to the applicants within one month of submission of application
2. Applicants shall submit registered power of attorney alongwith application for registration
in case the land is not in their name.
3. The registration shall be valid only in respect of the species for which registration has been
obtained.
4. Registration shall be valid for a period of five years commencing from the 1st of January of
the year of registration, after which it would need to be re-registered.
5. The growers shall inform the concerned RFO through the local Forest Guard about the
medicinal plant species cultivated by him/her on his/her private land within one month of
sowing/planting.
6. The grower shall procure seed/germplasm for cultivation from certified sources only and
shall NOT collect/remove the same from wild resources, unless permitted in writing by the
DFO.
7. The grower shall get the khasra-wise land details bearing medicinal plant cultivation
entered in the revenue records for the year.
8. The RFO or his representative may visit the fields under medicinal plant cultivation within
the gestation period and certify the extent and quality of such crop.
9. The grower shall inform the RFO through the local Forest Guard about (i) the time of
harvest at least one month in advance, and (ii) immediately after harvesting.
10. The grower shall make the necessary records pertaining to the medicinal plant cultivation
on his/her land available to the RFO or his representative to facilitate verification of
cultivation.
11. The grower or his authorized person shall transport the material after obtaining necessary
transit pass under these rules from the DFO.
12. Other regulations to transport the cultivated produce shall be as per the provisions of these
rules.
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Annexure 2: Application for Registration of Growers ‐ format proposed by the HP Forest Department

Application for Registration of Growers
[Rule 11 (5); Annexure – ‘D’]
Name of Applicant:
Address and Contact Tel.:
Name of Panchayat:
Land details (attach copy of revenue papers):
Khasra nos.:
Total Area:
Medicinal and Aromatic Plant Species Proposed to be Cultivated:
S
No.
1

Botanical Name of Species

Local Name

Proposed Source of Seed /
Germplasm

2
3

Undertaking by the Applicant: Having read the guidelines for cultivation of notified plant
species, I undertake to cultivate the medicinal and aromatic species specified in Schedule –
‘II’ in accordance with guidelines provided under the H.P. Forest Produce Transit (Land
Route) Rules, 1978. I further undertake that in case of any violation by me on this account, I
shall be liable to be proceeded against under provisions of these rules.

Signature of the Applicant
___________________________________________________________________________
For Office Use:
Application Received on ____________________
Signature & Name of Forest Guard
Name of Beat____________________
Name of Block____________________
Name of Range____________________
Name of Division____________________
Application received in the office of RFO ___________________________
Application received in the office of DFO ___________________________
Registration number and date: __________________________________________________

Signature and Seal of DFO
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Annexure 3: Certificate of Registered Medicinal Plant Grower – format proposed by HP Forest Department

Certificate (of Registration of Growers)
[Rule 11 (5); Annexure – ‘D’]
Registration No.: _______________________

Date: _________________

With respect to his/her application dated ___________________, Sh. / Smt ______________
____________________________________ s/o / d/o Sh. ____________________________,
and resident of ___________________________________________________, falling under
________________________________________Panchayat, has been registered as a grower
of medicinal and aromatic plants on his/her private land/leased land bearing Khasara
nos.____________________________________ involving area _______________ bighas in
respect of the following species:
S
No.

Botanical Name of Species

Local Name

1
2
3
This certificate is valid from the 1st January __________ to 31st December ____________
Terms and Conditions of Registration: The registered grower shall undertake cultivation of
medicinal and aromatic species permitted for cultivation in this certificate strictly in
accordance with guidelines provided under the H.P. Forest produce Transit (Land Route)
Rules, 1978. In case of any violation of the guidelines or the Rules, this certificate of
registration is liable to be cancelled and the violator shall be proceeded against under
provisions of these Rules.

Signature and Seal of DFO
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Annexure 4: Planting Record – suggested format for documenting the crops that have been planted

Planting Record
(To be submitted for each CITES-listed crop planted on the farm within one month of sowing/planting)

Date Submitted:___________________
Name of farmer: _______________________________
Full address of farm: __________________________________________________________
Date of registration as medicinal plant grower: _____________________________________
Registration No.: ________________________ Contact Tel No.:_______________________

Medicinal plant crop to be registered:
Botanical name:
Common / local name:
Month and year of planting:
Khasara No. of Field(s):
Area of land planted / no. of seedlings:
Origin of seeds / seedlings:
Expected month and year of harvest:
Estimated yield:
(leave blank if not known)

Signature of Farmer

Received by Relevant Authority
(Date and Signature)

Notes:
1. A separate planting record should be submitted for each crop.
2. The farmer is advised to prepare this form in duplicate and keep one copy for himself or herself after it has
been signed by the relevant authority
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Annexure 5: Suggested format for farmers’ application for Certificate of Cultivation

Application for Certificate of Cultivation
To: The Relevant Authority
Full Address
Dated: _______________
Dear Sir/Madam
I am preparing to harvest the medicinal plant crop described below and wish to apply
for a Certificate of Cultivation. Please arrange the required inspection(s) accordingly.
Name of farmer: _______________________________
Full address of farm: __________________________________________________________
Date of registration as medicinal plant grower: _____________________________________
Registration No.: ________________________ Contact Tel No.: ______________________
Details of Medicinal Plant Crop for which Certificate of Cultivation is requested:
Botanical name:
Common / local name:
Month and year of planting:
Khasara no. of field(s):
Area of land planted / no. of seedlings:
Origin of seeds / seedlings:

Expected date of harvest:
Estimated yield (approx):

Signature of Farmer

Received by Relevant Authority
(Date and Signature)

Notes:
1. Separate application forms should be submitted for each crop for which a CoC is required.
2. The farmer is advised to prepare this form in duplicate and keep one copy for himself or herself after it has
been signed by the relevant authority
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Annexure 6: Suggested format to be used during crop inspections

Inspection Report
Date of Inspection: __________________
Name of farmer: _______________________________
Full address of farm: __________________________________________________________
Date of registration as medicinal plant grower: _____________________________________
Registration No.: ________________________ Contact Tel No.: ______________________
Crop Inspected:
Botanical name:
Common / local name:
Month and year of planting:
Area of land planted:
Khasara no. of field(s):
(Expected) date of harvest:
Tick and fill in details whichever is appropriate:

□

The crop has not yet been harvested:
I have seen the crop growing in the farmer’s fields and verify that the farmer has ____________
bighas / acres of [local name of species] ____________________ under cultivation on his farm.
According to the best of my knowledge I estimate the (dry) yield to be _________________kg.

□

The crop is being harvested and dried:
I have seen the crop being harvested / processed and verify that the farmer planted ___________
bighas / acres of [local name of species] __________________________ on his farm. According
to the best of my knowledge I estimate the (dry) yield to be ________________ kg.

□

The crop has been harvested and dried:
I have inspected the dried medicinal plant material and the fields from which it was harvested
and verify that the farmer has cultivated ______________________kg of [local name of species]
_______________________________________ in his/her own fields.

Name and designation of Inspector:

Signature of Inspector
Notes:
1. A separate inspection report should be filled out for each crop for which a CoC is required.
2. The farmer/inspector is advised to prepare this report in duplicate so that the farmer can keep one copy after it
has been signed.
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Annexure 7: Certificate of Cultivation – format approved by HP Forest Department

Himachal Pradesh Forest Department
Office of the Divisional Forest Officer, .........................
CERTIFICATE OF CULTIVATION
CERTIFICATE NO.: ________________________

DATED: ________________

VALID UP TO: _____________________(indicate validity period here) _______
1) This certificate is hereby issued in favour of Sh./ Smt. ________________________________
Resident of (full postal address)
_______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ Tel.
Contact (if any) ______________________________
2) I hereby certify that the plant material described in the table below has been obtained from the
plants grown in the private Agriculture Fields of Sh./Smt. __________________________ ,
bearing Khasra Nos. _____________________________________________________.
3) Details of cultivated plant material:Botanical Name

Common/
Local Name

Part
(fresh/dried)

Date(s) of
Harvest

1

2

3

4

Net/
Gross Weight
(in kg)
5

Divisional Forest Officer
................... Forest Division,
(Complete Postal Address)

Note: Kindly affix Official Seal of the Designation under signature
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Annexure 8: Suggested format for application for Certificate of Legal Procurement and Transit Pass

Application for CLP and Transit Pass
(suggested format)

To: The Relevant Authority
Full Address
Dated: _______________
Dear Sir/Madam
Our company _____________________________ has purchased _______ kg of cultivated
______________________ from ______________________. We are now preparing to export
________ kg of this material to ______________________. For this purpose we are applying
for a Certificate of Legal Procurement / Legal Procurement Certificate and Transit Pass.
As per CITES requirements we kindly request you to arrange for the consignment to be
inspected and sealed, and to send a copy of the signed CLP along with the required
supporting documents to the CITES Management Authority in Delhi so that we may apply for
a CITES export permit.
Attached to this application are the following documents:
•
•
•
•
•

Certificate of Cultivation
Affidavit from farmer as proof of purchase
A copy of Transit Passes issued from farm to our depot
A copy of Herb Depot Registration
Address and contact details of the farmer, our registered depot, and of the buyer

As soon as we have been issued the CLP we wish to transport the material to _____________
_________________________________. For this purpose we kindly request you to issue us a
transit pass.
Yours gratefully,

Applicant.
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Annexure 9: Certificate of Legal Procurement / Legal Procurement Certificate – format approved by HP FD

LEGAL PROCUREMENT CERTIFICATE
(Fauna/ Flora/ Derivatives)
(NOT TRANSFERABLE)
Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna/ Flora/ Derivatives
CERTIFICATE NO.: ________________________
DATED: ________________
VALID UP TO: _____________________ (Show validity period allowed here)
_______
1.

This certificate is hereby issued in favour of M/s/ Mr./ Mrs. ___________________________,
Resident of (full postal address) _________________________________________________,
___________________________________________________________________________,hold
er of License No.* ___________________________ in terms of Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972
for export of Wildlife Fauna/ Flora/ Parts/ Derivatives from fauna/ flora as detailed in the table
below.

2.

I hereby certify that the plant material described in the table below has been obtained from the
plants grown in the private Agriculture Fields bearing Khasra Nos. ______________________ of
Sh./ Smt. __________________________, District ____________, State _______________.

3) Details of fauna/flora/derivatives:Description
of
the items

Botanical / Zoological
Name

Common/
Trade, Local
Name

1

2

3

Quantity/
No. of
Packages/
Crates
4

Weight
Net/
Gross (in
Kg.)
5

Identification
mark on
Packages
6

Signature & Designation of
Person Sealing the Consignment
Date:
Divisional Forest Officer
................... Forest Division,
(Complete Postal Address & SEAL)

Note:* Delete if not applicable.
If CLP is obtained for a CITES Export Permit, please apply in prescribed form together with
this CLP to CITES Management Authority.
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Annexure 10: Endorsement Letter format – approved by the HP Forest Department

Himachal Pradesh Forest Department
Office of the Divisional Forest Officer, ........................
No. .................................. dated
To:

The Deputy Director,
Wildlife Crime Control Bureau (Northern Region)
Bikaner House, Barrack No. 5
Shahjahan Road
New Delhi – 110 001
Tel: +91 (11) 23384556

Sub: Endorsement of Application for CITES Export Permit
Dear Sir,
With reference to the attached Legal Procurement Certificate, I hereby endorse M/s.
................................................................................. application for a CITES export permit for
the material (listed in CITES, appendix II) as per following details:
Description of
the items
1

Botanical Name

Common/ Local
Name
3

2

Weight
Net/ Gross (in Kg.)
4

Attached to this letter are copies of the following documents:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Legal Procurement Certificate
Transit Pass (for export out of Himachal Pradesh)
Affidavit showing proof of Purchase from Farmer
Packing list

The original documents will be carried along with the consignment by the representative of
M/s. ............................................................................. and submitted in your office for
approval and issuance of an export permit.
Yours sincerely,

Divisional Forest Officer
................... Forest Division,
(Complete Postal Address & SEAL)
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Annexure 11: Example of a transit pass issued by the HP Forest Department in 2011. NB. The destination address
should not have been the Wildlife Crime Control Bureau
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Annexure 12: Example of a transit pass challan having been stamped at checkposts between Kullu and Delhi
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Annexure 13: Example of an affidavit showing proof of purchase from farmer
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Annexure 14: Example of CITES export permit
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